Time variant exposure analysis (TVEA): a measurement tool for characterizing particulate exposure determinants in construction.
A work sampling-based approach, time variant exposure analysis (TVEA), was developed for assessment of determinants for particulate air contaminants in dynamic construction environments. To use TVEA, the field researcher records observations at fixed intervals to systematically survey over 30 potential determinants that could affect exposure to three types of particulate matter: quartz-containing dusts, diesel exhaust, and a general grouping of "other particles" that includes welding fume and wood dust. Two field studies were conducted to address questions of inter-rater reliability (n = 20) and coding interval appropriateness (n = 21) for the TVEA method. At least substantial inter-rater agreement (kappa > 0.60) was obtained for the TVEA variables related to tool or machine use, process, material, source intensity, and source orientation. Kappa values for source direction (0.22-0.38) and number of sources (0.38-0.60) showed comparatively lower agreement for all particulate types. Observation interval appropriateness was analyzed using linear regression to compare a 5-min observation interval "gold standard" with alternate intervals. Regression statistics indicated that while 30 min is an acceptable interval for exposure assessment, 15 min optimizes precision and practicality by ensuring that 95% of all observations differ less than ten percentage points from the "true" values. TVEA is a useful exposure assessment tool for the dynamic construction environment. It is flexible in that only those determinants that are of interest need be coded and the coding interval can be adjusted to accommodate the level of precision desired.